
 

    

  

Clareville Nursery   

& Garden Centre  

2021 EDIBLE DELIGHTS LIST   

 

Welcome to our 2021 Edible Delights List. As you will see, there is plenty to choose 

from with our vast range. If varieties that you seek are not on our list, please enquire, 

as we are happy to try to obtain specific varieties.  
  
 There are many good reasons to purchase your fruit trees from Clareville Nursery & 

Garden Centre.  

- Our selection is extensive.  With over 190 varieties there will be something for 

everybody   

- We source our plants from leading growers that have a history of producing           

quality plants  

- All our staff are experienced & have a passion for plants.  Our fruit trees are                

handled, potted & sold by people who know plants  

- Very competitive pricing. Our fruit tree prices compare favourably against          

other suppliers.   
  

Whilst we carry large stocks of more popular varieties, if there are specific varieties, 

you require we recommend pre-ordering to avoid disappointment.  

 

This year there are some modest price increases, in both Pip & Stonefruit lines.  This is 

a result of increased supplier pricing.  Whilst we have other supplier options, we have 

preferred suppliers whose quality products justify this price point. 

Please feel free to contact us with any enquiries or to place your order at;  

  
Clareville Nursery & Garden Centre  

P.O. Box 6, Carterton ph. (06) 3798604  

E-Mail:  clarevillenursery@xtra.co.nz  
  

Don’t forget to “Like” our Facebook page or checkout our webite: 
www.clarevillenursery.co.nz to keep up to date with all the 

happenings & specials at Clareville Nursery & Garden Centre. 
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ALMONDS  

All In One - All-In-One produces heavy crops of soft-shell nuts with sweet, flavourful kernels.  

     Frost hardy. Although Self-fertile will produce more of an abundance of crops if planted with  

     another variety of Almond.  Price to be confirmed 

McCartney - A good cropping variety that produces sweet, flavoured nuts.  Price to be confirmed 

Mono Vale – Mono Vale produces hard-shell nuts with good flavour. Due to their strong  

        flavour this variety can be used for Marzipan. A heavy cropper and good pollinator.  

        Disease hardy variety. Vigorous grower. Price to be confirmed 

 

APPLES 

This selection of apples is on MM106 rootstock - semi-dwarfing stock (3-3.5m). This rootstock is 

vigorous, resistant to woolly aphid and gives moderate sized trees, which have good quality fruit 

early in the life of the tree. 

Ballerina Polka - This tree produces round, medium sized fruit with red blushed skin.       

      The flesh is crisp and juicy with a very good flavour. This spur bearing variety ripens  

      mid-season.    Columnar tree habit, growing to 3m tall by 30cm wide.  

      Price to be confirmed 

Ballerina Waltz -Medium to large round-conical fruit with a solid red skin on areas       

     exposed to the sun. Crisp and juicy with a slight tang.  Suitable for fresh fruit, drying  

     & cooking. Mid-season. Spur bearing. Columnar tree habit, growing to 3m tall by  

      30cm wide. Price to be confirmed 

 Ballarat - A heritage apple originating from Ballarat, Australia, dating back to the late 1800’s 

         A traditional cooking apple.  Ballarat’s have an intense tart flavour & light, fluffy texture  

         when cooked – perfect for your favourite apple recipe.   $42.50 

Belle de Boskoop - is a large, orange red, russeted heritage apple. It is very popular in 

      Europe as a cooking and fresh eating apple. Apple is firm and crisp, with a full, tart 

      flavour. It is very aromatic and gets sweeter in storage. Stores for 3-4 months or more.  

      Forms an open, wide-spreading and weeping tree. Spur bearing, crops mid to late  

      season variety.  Price to be confirmed 

Braeburn -'Braeburn' has become a firm favourite in the Kiwi orchard. Crisp, firm & juicy with  

      yellowish green skin that is broadly striped with red. Sweet flavour balanced with a moderate  

      tartness for just a little zing.  Self-fertile.  $42.50 

Cox’s Orange - One of the finest apples ever grown. Greenish-yellow skin with Orange-red striping.   

      Rich, aromatic nutty flavour makes this older variety still hugely popular. Suitable for cooking or  

      eating. Self-fertile.  $42.50 

Fuji - A Japanese variety with large fruit with a smooth red-shaded skin.  The creamy white flesh is  

     firm, juicy & sweet with a satisfying crunch when eaten fresh. Stores exceptionally well.  Ripens 

     from mid-Autumn onwards.  $42.50 

Gala - Crisp, crunchy, white juicy flesh that is aromatic and tastes divine. Nice red blush to the  

     yellow skin. Ripe in summer around February.  Self-fertile.   $42.50 

Golden Delicious - This popular apple is very well named because it is indeed golden  

     & very delicious. The flesh is crisp & juicy with a sweet honey flavour. Lovely  

     eaten fresh but can be cooked. Highly productive & ripe towards the end of Autumn.  

Granny Smith - Everyone’s favourite! This classic bright green apple with its tangy flavour & crisp  

     white flesh is suitable for eating or cooking.  Keeps well. Very productive.  Self-fertile $42.50 
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Apples Continued…….. 

Lady in Red - This tree bears fruit that is pink-red blushed with pure white flesh & is capable of  

     producing fruit that meets the high-quality standards of PINK LADY® apples, one of the world's  

     most popular varieties. Fruit from this 'Lady in Red' tree has a flavour balanced between tartness  

    & sweetness, with a crisp texture & sensational aroma. From $42.50 

Monty’s Surprise - A unique NZ apple with strong disease resistance & very large, crisp &  

      fruit that are full of flavour. The skin of this apple has a high flavonoid Count. It is definitely a  

      healthy option for your lunch box!  Self-fertile   $42.50 

Pacific Rose - You'll love the taste of this high quality, fresh eating apple that was bred in the large  

     Apples with rosy red skin and crunchy sweet flesh to delight the taste buds. Ripe around April.   

     Price to be confirmed 

Red Delicious - Classic, heart shaped, red shiny fruit.  The perfumed, sweet & crispy flesh invites  

    you to take one big delicious bite after another. While delicious for eating straight off the tree  

    ‘Red Delicious' is a great for pies and puddings. Self-Fertile  $42.50 

Royal Gala - One of NZ’s most popular eating apple.  Rosy red blushed skin.  Creamy, fine textured  

    flesh, crisp, sweet & juicy. Self-fertile.   $42.50 

Splendour - Beautiful, large carmine red apple with creamy, very crisp flesh.  Sweet tasting & very  

    low acid. Ripens in autumn& holds on the tree well.   $42.50 

 

HERITAGE APPLES 

Captain Kidd - A heritage apple that was selected in NZ. The fruit is streaked bright red & has  

     some russeting. The flesh is sweet and juicy with a very good flavour. Reliable and regular  

     crops that are ripe around March.  $42.50 

Peasgood Nonsuch - An English heritage variety with huge, flat, highly coloured fruit with red  

      stripes. Highly esteemed for culinary purposes. The flesh is firm, juicy & tart with the the right  

     blend of acid & sweet. When stewed the flesh breaks down to a 'froth'.  $42.50 

Priscilla – Heritage - Medium in size. Red blush over yellow background.  Crisp flesh.  

     White to slightly greenish flesh. Good flavour & quality.  Will store for up to 3 months. $42.50 
 

DUAL GRAFTED APPLES 

TWO DIFFERENT VARIETIES GRAFTED ONTO ONE TREE 

APPLE DUAL GOLDEN DELICIOUS/ROYAL GALA - Golden Delicious – This  

       popular apple is very well named because it is indeed golden & very delicious.  

        The flesh is crisp & juicy with a sweet honey flavour. Lovely eaten fresh but can be cooked.  

        Highly productive & ripe towards the end of Autumn. Royal Gala - One of NZ’s most  

        popular eating apple.  Rosy red blushed skin.  Creamy, fine textured flesh, crisp, sweet &  

        juicy.  From $48.50  

 

RED DELICIOUS/GRANNY SMITH - Red Delicious - Classic, heart shaped, red shiny  

     fruit.  The perfumed, sweet & crispy flesh invites you to take one big delicious bite after another.  

      While delicious for eating straight off the tree ‘Red Delicious' is a great for pies and puddings.  

      Granny Smith - Everyone’s favourite! This classic bright green apple with its tangy flavour &    

      crisp white flesh is suitable for eating or cooking.  Keeps well. Very productive.   

      From $48.50 each 
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Dual Grafted Apples Continued ……………. 

ROYAL GALA/BRAEBURN -    Royal Gala - One of NZ’s most popular eating apple.   

     Rosy red blushed skin.  Creamy, fine textured flesh, crisp, sweet & juicy. Braeburn -'Braeburn'  

      has become a firm favourite in the Kiwi orchard. Crisp, firm & juicy with yellowish green skin  

      that is broadly striped with red. Sweet flavour balanced with a moderate tartness for just a 

      little zing.  $48.50 

 

ROYAL GALA/GRANNY SMITH - Royal Gala - One of NZ’s most popular eating apple.  

     Rosy red blushed skin.  Creamy, fine textured flesh, crisp, sweet & juicy. Granny Smith –  

     Everyone’s favourite! This classic bright green apple with its tangy flavour & crisp white flesh is  

     suitable for eating or cooking.  Keeps well. Very productive.  $48.50 

 

TRIPLE GRAFTED APPLES 

THREE DIFFERENT VARITIES GRAFTED ONTO ONE TREE 

APPLE TRIPLE - GOLDEN DELICIOUS/ROYAL GALA/BRAEBURN –  
  Golden Delicious – This popular apple is very well named because it is indeed golden & very  

   delicious.  The flesh is crisp & juicy with a sweet honey flavour. Lovely eaten fresh but can be  

   cooked. Highly productive & ripe towards the end of Autumn. Royal Gala - One of NZ’s most  

   popular eating apple.  Rosy red blushed skin.  Creamy, fine textured flesh, crisp, sweet & juicy.   

Braeburn -'Braeburn' has become a firm favourite in the Kiwi orchard. Crisp, firm & juicy with  

   yellowish green skin that is broadly striped with red. Sweet flavour balanced with a moderate  

   tartness for just a little zing.  $52.50 

 

APPLE TRIPLE - ROYAL GALA/BRAEBURN/GRANNY SMITH –  
  Royal Gala - One of NZ’s most popular eating apple.  Rosy red blushed skin.  Creamy, fine  

   textured flesh, crisp, sweet & juicy.   Braeburn -'Braeburn' has become a firm favourite in the  

   Kiwi orchard. Crisp, firm & juicy with yellowish green skin that is broadly striped with red.  

   Sweet flavour balanced with a moderate tartness for just a little zing.  Granny Smith –  

   Everyone’s favourite! This classic bright green apple with its tangy flavour & crisp white  

   flesh is suitable for eating or cooking.  Keeps well. Very productive.  $52.50 

 

CIDER APPLES 

Kingston Black - Heritage Apple. This is a must have if you like Cider. Valued for  

     producing a slow-fermenting, full-bodied, quality 'hard' cider. The fruit are small, dark  

     & maroon in colour with a 'bitter sharp' flavour.  $42.50   SOLD OUT FOR 2021  

    Please pre-book for 2022 

Tom Putt - Heritage Cider Apple. English Apple dating back to the late 1700's.  The fruit ripen  

     in autumn and are large with a flattish appearance. The skin is green flushed red, flesh is firm  

     & quite sharp in flavour. Superb for cooking & making Cider.  Named after the Reverend  

     Tom Putt, who was the Rector of Trent when this apple was named.  $42.50 
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Apples Continued ……………. 

DWARF APPLES 

This selection of Apples are grafted onto m27 rootstock – (dwarf rootstock)  

& grow to approximately 2m-3m. 

Braeburn - 'Braeburn' has become a firm favourite in the Kiwi orchard. Crisp, firm &  

    juicy with yellowish green skin that is broadly striped with red. Sweet flavour balanced  

   with a moderate tartness for just a little zing.  Self-fertile.  $42.50 

Cox’s Orange - One of the finest apples ever grown. Greenish-yellow skin with  

    orange-red striping.  Rich, aromatic nutty flavour makes this older variety still  

    hugely popular. Suitable for cooking or eating. Self-fertile.  $42.50 

Divine - Divine® fruit has a mild sweetness with moderate acidity & light crisp flesh.  Late summer  

    picking. Will keep in the fridge for up to 3 months.  Very good disease resistance. 

    Price to be confirmed 

Granny Smith - Everyone’s favourite! This classic bright green apple with its tangy flavour & crisp  

    white flesh is suitable for eating or cooking.  Keeps well.  $42.50 

Monty’s Surprise - A unique NZ apple with strong disease resistance & very large, crisp & juicy 

    fruit that are full of flavour. The skin of this apple has a high flavonoid count. It is definitely a  

    healthy option for your lunch box!  $42.50 

Royal Gala - One of NZ’s most popular eating apple.  Rosy red blushed skin.  Creamy, fine textured  

     flesh, crisp, sweet & juicy. $42.50 

 

CRABAPPLES 

Jack Humm - The single white blossom in spring is followed by large shiny red   

      'apples' that stand out on the bare branches right through winter.  From $42.00 

Jelly King - A tree with spectacular large orange-pink fruit that persist much longer  

     than most large fruited crab apples. Strong white blossom covers this vigorous  

     but, compact tree in Spring.  Makes excellent pink jelly.   $55.00 

Wright’s Scarlet – The very large fruit turns brilliant crimson & remain so through the  

     Winter.  Free fruiting.  Spectacular display.  $49.95 
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APRICOTS  

These selections of Apricots are on Plum or Peach rootstock & should grow to approximately 3-4 

metres.  

Fitzroy - Bred in Taranaki, consistent crops of medium sized golden fruit that ripen  

      around February. Copes well in warmer climates. Self-fertile.   $49.95  

Garden Annie - Garden Annie is an early season fruiting variety, with good sized bright  

        yellow fruit that are firm and juicy as well as being semi-freestone. A highly  

        ornamental tree that is semi-dwarf, so is well suited to home gardens especially in the  

        warmer areas of the country.  $49.95 

Moorpark - Soft, juicy, 'fuzz less' fruit of superb quality with a luscious flavour. Suitable for fresh  

     eating straight off the tree but can also be bottled or dried. Likes a warm sunny position but is  

     very cold tolerant. Self-fertile.  $49.95 

Royal Rosa - Royal Rosa is a very early, freestone selection with firm tasty gold flesh & yellow skin  

     with a red blush. A disease hardy, low chill selection recommended for home gardens throughout  

     New Zealand.  Self-fertile. $49.95 

Tomcat - A very large, almost peach-sized fruit with a strong red blush over orange skin.   

      High quality freestone fruit with an intense apricot flavour.  Self-fertile.  $49.95 

Trevatt - Large, sweet, juicy, golden yellow fruit ripe late Jan/ early Feb. Eating & bottling.  

      Self-fertile   From $49.95 

BERRYFRUIT  
  

BLACKBERRIES  
Thornless – Beautiful, dark berry fruit ripening over Summer.  A strong growing thorn       

                 free cultivar.  From $14.95 

BLUEBERRIES 

Easily grown, delicious to eat and many health-giving benefits as well.  

Partially self-fertile but pollination is assisted with the correct companion.  Choose any two 

different varieties for pollination.   Best grown in a sunny aspect in moist well-drained soil.  

Priced from $22.95 

Blueberry Blue Dawn - This 'rabbit-eye' variety produces masses of large, tasty & delicious fruit.  

   Generally, fruits from December through to February. Pollinate with another rabbit-eye.   

Blueberry Blue Magic – This 'rabbit-eye' variety produces copious amounts of delicious 

     medium sized fruit. Thinning of the fruit will encourage larger berries.  Fruits December to  

     February.  Pollinate with another rabbit eye.   

Blueberry Blue Muffin - A variety that produces heavy crops of medium sized fruit that you can  

     harvest in and around December, then again in March and April.  

Blueberry Powder Blue - The sweet berries are of a good size & high quality & produced in  

      generous quantities between January & March.    

Blueberry Tasty Blue - Rounded deep blue juicy berries from December to February. Best grown  

      in a sunny aspect in moist well drained soil. Pollinate with another rabbit-eye.   

BOYSENBERRIES 

Thornless - Generally more trailing than blackberries with a sweeter taste & richer colour.  Can be 

tamed by fence or frame.  Huge fruit ripening at Christmas.  Ideal fresh or for preserves.   

Priced from $14.95 
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ELDERBERRIES  

They are attractive & easy to grow.  Ideal for the home gardener.  Elderberries contain more 

phosphorus & potassium than any other temperate fruit crop.  The fruit is also rich in vitamin C. 

Ideal for use in wine, cordial & culinary use. $24.95 

GOOSEBERRIES 

Invicta - Heavy bearing, with large flavourful fruit that can be used for culinary purposes or eaten  

      fresh when fully ripe.  $34.95 

Pax - Is a red dessert gooseberry.  The fruit are large, red, round & one of the best gooseberries you  

        will ever eat.  $34.95 

RASPBERRIES Priced from only $14.95 -  All are self-fertile 
Clutha – Medium sized shiny red fruit, easily removed.  Summer fruiting which produces good 

      yields.  

Ivory - The divine raspberry grows as a bramble on upright canes. Covered with rose type leaves,  

      simple small white flowers are followed by luscious sweet delicate fruit. 

Lewis – High yields of large firm medium red fruit.  Plant has few spines & is of medium vigour.   

Qualicum - Large easily removed med-red berries with good flavour, grows as a bramble on  

       upright canes.  Ripens from Mid-December through to Mid-January. 

Southland – A variety, which is grown commercially, considered to be the sweetest.  It is a strong  

      grower & produces heavy crops of large, firm roundish fruit which fruits.  In Late December. 

Waiau – Fruit is large and firm, red & easy to pick.  Plant is upright to 1.5m & strong. Ideal for the  

      home garden. 

Waimea - Medium sized fruit on a very vigorous cane. Mid-season fruiting. Strong growing.  

CHERRY TREES 
This Selection of Cherry Trees are on a Colt Rootstock & should grow to approximately 4m.  

Burlatt – Sweet Cherry - High quality First cherry of the season maturing late Nov— early Dec.  

         Large heart shaped fruit with juicy soft sweet dark red flesh. Use fresh, jams, jellies, preserves  

         or dessert. Pollinator:  Lapins, Rainier, Stella $49.95    

Compact Stella – Sweet & productive. This tree bears plump, bold-red cherries that will have fruit  

        lovers rejoicing! Grow abundant crops of heart-shaped fruit!  Self-fertile.  From $49.95    

Dawson - A dark black coloured skin & dark, sweet, red flesh. large sized fruit. Ripens around  

      December. Plant your Cherry in a sunny spot with good drainage.  Pollinator- Stella.  $49.95 

Lapins - This heritage variety of Cherry is one of the largest and juiciest with firm dark red fruit that  

      are sweet &delicious. Good resistance to skin splitting & a reliable producer.  Fruits in warmer  

      areas of New Zealand, ripening Mid-late season. Self-fertile.  $49.95 

Rainier - A cross between Bing & Van cherry varieties the combination of these two red cherries  

      produced a golden yellow cherry with a red blush & incredibly sweet flavour. Large white  

      fleshed mid-season cherry. Excellent eating.  Pollinator - Dawson $49.95 

Stella - A very popular commercial variety that can be grown in the home orchard.  Large, dark,  

      black-red, heart-shaped cherries that ripen in December. Prolific & regular crops. Self-fertile.   

      $49.95 

Summit - Is an early to mid-season dark red cherry bred in Canada, ripening around Christmas.  

     It is a very large flat heart-shaped fruit with excellent flavour. Has dark red skin, light red,  

     juicy flesh.  From $49.95 
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Cherries Continued…….. 

Tangshi - Life really can be a bowl of cherries! Upright small rounded tree that is self- fertile & has  

     crops of lovely red cherries that ripen in summer. The cherries have red skin & yellow flesh & are  

     mainly used for culinary purposes.   Self-fertile.  $49.95  

      

CHESTNUTS 
Number 1005 - Medium to large, high quality, sweet nuts can be eaten about March &  

     fall free of their prickly 'burr'.  Self-fertile. From $59.95 

CITRUS  

GRAPEFRUIT – From $32.95  

Cutler’s Red - has large, deep orange, sweet, juicy fruit with just a little zing. The rind is  

       thick.  Prefers well-drained soil.  

Golden Special - has large juicy seedless fruit.  Ideal for breakfast fruit, juicing & also  

      makes delicious Marmalade. 

Morrison Seedless - The hardiest all-purpose citrus tree producing medium to large,  

     round, thin skinned, moderately sweet, juicy fruit, maturing August. Holds well on tree.  

     Vigorous, large & prolific bearer.  

Wheeney - This Australian variety has large, good quality, pale yellow fruit.  The fruit has  

     thin skin & very juicy flesh with a mild flavour. More suited for juicing.   

LEMONS – From  $32.95 

Lemonade – An interesting fast-growing Hybrid lemon which has medium sized pale  

       yellow fruit. Easy to peel, mild flavour.  Excellent for Summer drinks.   

Lisbon – One for the lemon connoisseur, deliciously juicy, fragrant fruit with a thick skin.  

       Very productive & vigorous.  

Meyer –N Z's most popular lemon & deservedly so. The clean, dark green foliage forms a medium 

     sized plant with waxy white fragrant flowers, which appear in Spring, Summer & Autumn.  

     The tree will produce tasty, juicy lemons.     

Villa Franca - Thornless & a smaller tree than Lisbon. Prolific & bears a heavy crop.  

Yen Ben – Profuse producer of large oval shaped fruit with a distinctive sharp acidic flavour.  

     Very juicy & has few seeds. The skin is fragrant & firm. 

LIMES–  From $32.95  

Bearr’s - A citrus tree known for its fruit, ornamental foliage & fragrant flowers, ‘Bearr’s is related  

     to the Tahitian lime. It is neat & compact in habit & almost thornless tree. Its fruit are small, thin  

     skinned, deep green-turning yellow with seedless, juicy tangy flesh.   

Kaffir - Great for Thai cooking and have long been used for their leaves that are finely cut up &  

     fruit for its zest, in Thai food. They add a distinctive flavour to any meal.   

Sublime – Exciting Tahitian variety with lower seed content & prolific fruiting habit. Large, thin  

    skinned juicy fruit.   

Tahitian - The fruit are smooth & lime to yellow in colour and are high in Vitamin ‘C.’  
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Citrus Continued……. 

MANDARINS– From $32.95 
Afourer – Originally from Morocco. It develops a highly attractive deep orange-red colour  

     & is easy to peel. It is a very flavoursome & juicy variety.   

Burgess Scarlet –Medium sized, rich flavoured, aromatic fruit that is easy to peel. The fruit  

     is mature from June - August. Quite vigorous in habit but nice & bushy.   

Clementine – A popular early maturing variety that has small, sweet juicy fruit of good 

     colour & flavour.  Evergreen.   

Encore - These mandarins fruit later in the year from November - February. The fruit are medium 

     in size & easy to peel, & great eaten fresh as they are sweet & juicy.  Evergreen.   

Kawano - Large, easy peel flattened fruit with a good sweet flavour. Prolific bearer from May  

     through to June. Forms quite a large tree for a Citrus with a spreading canopy.   

Kiyomi - A hybrid citrus fruit of mandarin and sweet orange. Fruit is large like an orange, thick  

     skinned & easy to peel. Flesh is juicy and seedless.  Satsuma type ripening August-September.   

Miho - 'Miho' is very early ripening with fruit ready to eat from April/May. The easy peel, flat fruit  

     has a mild sweet taste.   

Satsuma - Is a popular, sweet, seedless, easy peel variety.   Best picked as the fruit becomes puffy, 

     when left on tree.   Ideal for the lunchbox.    

ORANGES– From $32.95 

Best Seedless – A good quality NZ orange with sweet & juicy, seedless fruit. Ripens from 

     September onwards.  Chock full of Vitamin C.   

Blood Orange - A natural pigment not usually present in citrus, change the colour of the flesh to a   

     crimson-blood red colour.  The fruits are small-medium sized & trees smaller.  

Carters Navel - This navel orange has an excellent flavour & sweet juicy flesh with a fine texture,  

     few seeds. Easy peel. Good vigorous upright habit. Evergreen.   

Harwood Late - produces thin skinned, juicy oranges with an excellent flavour that ripen from  

     Autumn onwards. Good vigorous upright habit.   

Kumquat - It has large apricot-sized fruit with a sweet peel & acidic flesh. The fruit is tart but all  

     parts can be eaten & is often used to make marmalades, preserves & candied fruits.  

     Good vigorous upright habit.   

Parent Navel – This kiwi classic has a light orange skin, excellent flavour & its flesh is juicy sweet.  

      While in flower its blossoms emit a gorgeous fragrance. Good vigorous upright habit.   

Seville - Very old variety, very sour. Ideal for marmalades & preserves. July to September 

 

TANGELO– From $32.95 

 Seminole - Bright, red orange, semi-flat shaped fruit that are very juicy & rich in flavour  

     with just a hint of sharpness. Thin skinned. Pick when skin colour fades.  

 

CURRANTS  

Magnus – The Black Currant produces a fruit that is high in Vitamin C with a tart  

     sharp taste.  Magnus' is disease resistant, a reliable producer and has an upright habit.  

     Delicious.  They fruit on the new season’s wood; this develops after pruning.  $24.95 

Red Currant – Vigorous grower with excellent mid-season crops on good size trusses.  Eat fresh 

     Or use for preserves.  Self-fertile.  $16.95 
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FEIJOAS 

 Varieties may vary during the season. 

  If there is a particular variety that you are after – please inquire. 

Any two different varieties will pollinate each other. 

Apollo - Vigorous growing variety which ripens in autumn around April-May. Rough skinned  

      fruit which are large, aromatic and very sweet. Partially self-fertile but cross pollination is  

      essential for large fruit so plant with a companion for best results. From $22.00 

Opal Star - This fabulous fruit has a dark skin with a rich and aromatic flavour.  

     A late season variety ripening mid-autumn. From $22.00 

Pounamu - Medium sized fruit, obovoid in shape. Smooth dark green skin. Flesh is  

     smooth, juicy and pleasant flavour. Pulp content medium. Mild flavour. Upright  

     spreading habit moderately vigorous tree. High fruit set. Early fruiting season.  From $22.00 

Sellowiana Giant – Luscious & flavoursome oblong fruit.  A hardy grower useful as a  

     fruiting screen or hedge plant.  Tolerates poor conditions. Plant with another Feijoa for  

     best results Fruit best with 2 or more.  From $13.95 

Unique – Unique' is a reliable Feijoa that is self-fertile and produces abundant crops of  

    delicious medium to large oval fruit. The skin is smooth along with the pulp and the flavour  

    carries a hint of pineapple. Starts to fruit from a young age.  From $22.00 

Wiki Tu - Huge fruit on a dwarf growing (2.5m), easily managed and slow growing tree.  

     Sweet & meaty fruit with rm texture and good keeping qualities. Mid-late season.  From $22.00 

 

FIGS 
Brown Turkey - This fruiting fig is highly ornamental as well as productive. Large glossy  

       green foliage & a vigorous growth habit with large fruit that are purplish brown with  

       pink flesh & a rich flavour.  A favourite fig for jam & preserving. $39.95 

Brunoro – A highly ornamental tree that produces delicious fruit twice throughout the year  

      in January & April. The fruit is purple-black with a succulent red flesh. $39.95 

Celeste - This large beauty is fast growing and produces medium-sized, sweet, juicy fruits that 

      are brownish-purple and ready to harvest in July.  The fruit is good both for eating fresh & 

     for preserving. Price to be confirmed 

French Sugar – This tree produces medium sized fruit with dark green skin & sweet, pale  

     pink flesh. Heavy cropper. Late season variety.  $39.95 

Mrs. Williams – This fig is a very attractive tree that has the bonus of two crops of large  

     fruit per year in January & April. The fruit is dark brown with red flesh & delicious.  $39.95 

Sweet Black - The fig tree is highly ornamental as well has providing us with a delicious  

    edible fruit. Broad lobed glossy green foliage & sweet fruit that ripens around March.  $39.95  

Ventura - has a compact growth form and produces large fruit with green skin & dark red  

   flesh. The fruit have a pronounced long neck, ripen later in the season and perform well in  

   the cooler climates.  Ventura is grown both for drying and for fresh eating.  $39.95 
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GRAPES  

Varieties may vary during the season – please enquire if there 

 is a variety you don’t see on our list. 

Black Hamburg - Also known as Schiava Grossa. Has large black berries of a delicious, sweet  

     flavour, eat fresh from the vine or can be used to make wine. A later maturing variety with 

     good disease resistance.  $35.50 

Canadice – A delicious grape with a thin dark red skin. The grapes are seedless & have a  

      lovely delicate flavour. Crops well with medium sized bunch that ripen in summer.  

      The vine shows good disease resistance.  $35.50 

Iona - A very hardy Grape variety with good disease resistance and the ability to grow in  

       coastal conditions. Heavy crops of sweet pinkish grapes, medium in size, ripe  

       March-April. Grapes will grow in most soils but do better with good drainage and of  

        course they love the sun.   $35.50  

Moore’s Diamond - The skin and flesh are greenish white & have a tangy flavour. The grapes  

      are ripe around March. Shows good disease resistance. $35.50 

Robinson - A nice table grape with deep purple to black bunches of grapes which are  

     produced regularly & reliably. Ripe around March-April.   $35.50 

 

HAZELNUTS   

Harvest your Hazelnuts as they drop in February and March.   

 Dry thoroughly prior to storage.   

Barcelona –A well flavoured nut. Hazelnuts are highly valued for their delicious taste plus  

        the fact that they are high in protein and unsaturated fat. 'Barcelona' is a vigorous grower  

        that produces large nuts in great quantities. Pollinator - 'Merveille de Bolwillier'   $42.00 

Ennis - Nut. Hazelnuts are highly valued for their delicious taste plus the fact that they are high  

          in protein and unsaturated fat. 'Ennis' is an abundant cropper with nuts that are large, tasty  

          & attractive.   $42.00 

Merve de Bolwillier (Merve) - Not only is this a great looking deciduous tree that is  

      extremely hardy it will also provide you with delicious, nutritious Hazelnuts in  

      January/February. The large round nuts are packed with Vitamin E and antioxidants.  

      Produces large nuts. Used mainly as a pollinator.   $42.00 

Tonda Romano – A vigorous variety which grows in a semi-erect form.  Produces good yields 

      of small, round nut.  The shell is a dull brown colour of medium thickness with the nut being  

      of good flavour.  From $39.95 

Whiteheart - NZ bred variety. Well filled nut with a 'high crack out' - a great producer in other  

      words! Nuts keep well. Useful hedging or screening shrub.  Hardy & easy to grow.       

      Pollinator - Merveille de Bolwillier          

Waiau – A good pollinator variety with a long period of pollen shed.  Useful pollinator for 

        Barcelona & Whiteheart.  From $39.95 
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NECTARINES  

                                                       This selection of Nectarines are on peach rootstock & grow to 

 Approximately 3-4 metres. 

Mabe                          Goldmine – An enduring favourite, this variety has fruit that ripen in mid-February. 

      The medium sized fruit have mainly red over green skin. The flesh is white, freestone,  

      juicy & aromatic. Good dessert & fresh eating variety. Vigorous & highly 

      productive tree.  Self-fertile.  $49.95 

New Boy - is a bit of an old boy now as this NZ variety has been around for quite a few years.  

     Large, red skinned fruit with white juicy flesh that has an exquisite flavour.  Produces well with  

     crops ripening Jan-Feb. Freestone. Plant in a sunny well drained spot.  From $49.95 

Redgold - Redgold Nectarine is one of the most widely planted nectarines in the country.   

     It produces a large, yellow, freestone fruit that has a beautiful red blushed skin that  

     covers a firm, juicy flesh. During the spring the tree dazzles with stunning pink flowers. 

     Self-fertile. $49.95 

Snow Queen - This nectarine has pale skin flushed red & delicious creamy white  

     firm flesh.  Early maturing, large freestone fruit. Self-fertile. From $49.95  

Tasty Gold - It has large freestone fruit with a mainly red skin. The yellow flesh is has an  

      excellent texture and taste. The fruit will hold well on the tree after ripening for up to    

      14 days. Heavy, regular cropper. Self-fertile.  $49.95 

DWARF NECTARINE TREES (ON A 70cm STANDARD)  
Plant in a sunny well-drained spot or perhaps a container.    

Flavourzee –Mid-season yellow fleshed fruit of good size & eating quality.  This tree   

     forms a compact habit. Self-fertile.  $49.95  

Garden Delight – You will be delighted with this delicious dwarf Nectarine that is small  

     in size but not on taste. Large, yellow, juicy freestone fruit ripen about March/April.  

     Pretty pink blossom in spring. Self-fertile $49.95 

Nectar Babe – Nectar Babe is a great choice for smaller gardens.  The fruit is an attractive  

     bright red with flavourful, sweet juicy freestone flesh. Needs Flavourzee  

     for Pollination.   $49.95 

OLIVES – Priced from $17.95 upon availability 
Ascolano – This Olive is popular for the large fruits that have a delicate mild taste. The Olives  

       stay green rather than the usual black when ripe. The attractive grey/green foliage is slightly  

       twisted. Pollinators – Leccino, Frantoio. 

El Greco - It has a nice compact form making a good choice for topiary work. Attractive grey green  

       foliage & small white flowers followed by heavy crops of small fruit that have good oil content. 

Frantoio - Frantoio produces quite small Olives that are very high in oil content. Highly ornamental  

       as well as productive. Plant in a sunny well drained spot.  Self-fertile 

Manzanillo – This Olive has large fruit that ripen in early autumn and are perfect for pickling.  

      Quickly forms a nice specimen tree with attractive grey-green foliage. Happiest in the sun with  

      protection from harsh wind. Evergreen.  Self-fertile 

Picual – Early producing olive that has medium vigour and is very hardy. High yields, high oil  

      content & ripens mid to late season. Performs well from cold to subtropical climates.  

South Australian Verdale – A selection of the French Verdale which performs well as a good  

      all-rounder.  Tree bears early and fruits early season. 

Verdale - An open and spreading form of olive tree that is also slightly weeping in nature.     

     It produces medium sized, good quality olives. 
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PEACHES 

This selection of Peaches are on peach rootstock grow 

 to approximately 3-4 metres.  

Blackboy -   A stunning peach with a dark wine coloured outer and inner. The rich, juicy,  

     textured flesh is absolutely delicious. A firm favourite.  Ideal for bottling. $49.95 

Flatto Sweet Cap - The first flat peach in New Zealand! Sweet Cap is a white fleshed variety 

     with excellent flavour - delicious when eaten while still crunchy, or equally tasty when left  

     to soften slightly. The fruit has a very small stone, which is very easy to eat around. The fruit  

      will ripen from late January to mid February depending on the area of the country.  

      Price to be confirmed 

Glohaven - This tree produces large sized fruit with skin that is blushed red over yellow  

     & described as "nearly fuzz-less". The freestone flesh is yellow, nice & sweet with a  

     mild flavour. Plant in a well-drained sunny spot.   $49.95 

Golden Queen - NZ's favourite peach.  The Golden Queen peach is firm, tasty with golden  

     Yellow flesh.  Great for bottling or eating straight from the tree. Crops well, ripens in 

      late February/March. Clingstone.  $49.95 

Tasty Zee - An attractive, white-fleshed peach with excellent quality. Produces commercial  

      grade peaches that are very sweet, firm and juicy, freestone. Used for fresh fruit and drying.  

      Late-season maturity.  $49.95 

Yumyeong - This Peach originates from Korea and has very large fruit with skin that is  

     burnished red over cream. The white flesh is crisp and crunchy with a sweet flavour with just  

     a hint of acid. Shows good disease resistance. Freestone. Ripens quite late towards March.  

     From $49.95 

DWARF PEACHES - on a 70cm Standard 

This is a selection of Peach trees are on a dwarf rootstock & should grow 2m-3m. 

  Plant in a sunny well-drained spot or perhaps a container.  

Bonanza – The fruit have yellow skin with a red blush & the flesh is a pale yellow.   

     With pretty pink spring blossom & lush green foliage this tree is highly ornamental as  

     well as productive.   $49.95 

Garden Lady - Large yellow-skinned fruit with sweet, juicy, yellow flesh, with  

     red-flushed orange skin. Freestone.  $49.95 

Honey Babe – Showy pink blossom in Spring.  The fruit has orange, juicy flesh with a  

     sweet tangy flavour. Ripens in early Summer.  $49.95 

Pixzee – Earliest to ripen, throughout January. Firm yellow flesh with Red skin. Freestone.  $49.95 

TWO VARIETIES GRAFTED ONTO ONE TREE 

PEACHARINE 
Peach and nectarine hybrid that produces delicious medium to large red clingstone fruit with a 

yellow blush. Great variety for bottling. Price to be confirmed. 

 

PEACHCOT 

The Peachcot is a hybrid between a peach and an apricot. They prefer an open, sunny position in 

well-drained soil. The medium-sized fruit are smooth and orange-skinned, with a red blush on the 

sunny side. The yellow flesh is firm and good eating.  $49.95 
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PEARS 

This selection of Pears are on a quince rootstock with an interstock.  

  They grow to approximately 2.5m-3m  

Belle de Jumet - This extremely juicy and deliciously sweet heritage pear ripens in late  

         January. This pear is valued for its high yield of fruit and the fact that it is self-pollinating.  

         Pale gold skin and white flesh that just melts in your mouth.  Self-fertile.  $55.00 

Beurre Bosc - A large russeted pear with creamy coloured coarse textured flesh. Juicy &  

        very sweet. Stores well. Ripens around February. Pollinators - Doyenne du Comice,  

        Packham’s Triumph Taylors Gold  $55.00 

Conference - NZ's most popular pear. Crops very well with delicious juicy fruit that are  

     quite long & narrow in shape. The flesh is rich and aromatic with a slight pink tinge  

     when ripe. Attractive, smooth khaki-green skin. Ripe around March.   Self-fertile.  $55.00 

Doyenne du Comice -, the classic gourmet pear and still regarded as the best. Fine smooth  

     flesh that is sweet and juicy. Pollinators - Conference, Taylors Gold, Winter Nelis, 

     William bon Cretien, Winter Cole, Nashi Nijiseiki.  $55.00 

Louise Bonne Jersey - The large dessert fruits are smooth green skin & heavily blushed with  

      bronze-red. The delicious flesh is sweet and melting. A regular cropper with strong, upright  

      growth. Self-fertile.  $55.00 

Packham’s Triumph - A large irregular shaped pear with greenish-yellow skin. It has finely  

       textured, white, sweet tasting flesh and is an excellent dessert and bottling pear.  

       Pollinators - Beurre Bosc, Williams bon Chretien $55.00 

Red Bartlett - A popular & highly ornamental Pear with aromatic melting flesh. This pear  

     has beautiful wine-purple skin turning brilliant scarlet when ripe, great for dessert or  

     bottling. Pollinators - Conference, Packham’s Triumph or Winter Nelis  $55.00  

Seckel - A small, reddish-brown skinned pear that is crisp fleshed, very sweet, juicy,  

     perfumed, with very distinctive flavour. It can be fully ripened on the tree without  

     becoming soft & brown in the middle. The tree is vigorous, productive & reliable.  

     Pollinators include - Packham’s Triumph, Winter Nelis, & Nashi Nijeseikki.  $55.00 

Taylor’s Gold – Taylor's Gold pears are large & full at the base with no neck & a thick stem.  

     Smooth, uniform, cinnamon-coloured skin that may take on the occasional rose blush. A delicate  

     aroma & creamy flesh that is juicy and very tender.  This pear has a rich, sweet flavour.  

     Pollinators – Beurre Bosc, Packham's Triumph, William bon Cretien, Winter Nelis  $55.00 

William Bon Cretien - Large long necked, green-yellow fruit, that is ideal for eating & 

     bottling. Fruit will naturally fall in February and will keep up to 3 months.  

     Pollinators - Beurre Bosc, Doyenne du Comice, Taylors Gold, Winter Nelis,  

     Nashi Nijeseikki.   $55.00 

Winter Cole - Round medium sized fruit with russeted skin and delicious, juicy, melt in your  

    mouth, white flesh that is richly flavoured. Matures in late autumn and stores very well.  

   This dwarf version is grafted on to Quince rootstock to keep compact. Pollinators - Beurre  

   Bosc, Packhams Triumph, Williams bon Chretein or Winter Nelis.  Unavilable 2021 please 

   Pre-book for 2022 

Winter Nelis - A very good late eating pear with excellent storage. Small green fruit with  

     reddish russet patches and buttery, rich flavoured flesh. Very hardy. Pollinators Beurre Bosc,  

     Doyenne du Comice, Packham's Triumph, Taylors Gold.   $55.00 
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DUAL GRAFTED PEAR 

TWO VARIETIES GRAFTED ONTO ONE TREE 

BUERRE BOSC/WINTER NELLIS 

Beurre Bosc - A large russeted pear with creamy coloured coarse textured flesh. Juicy & very  

      sweet. Stores well. Ripens around February. Winter Nelis - A very good late eating pear  

      with excellent storage. Small green fruit with reddish russet patches and buttery, rich  

     flavoured flesh. Very hardy.  Price to be confirmed 

DOYENNE DU COMICE/BUERRE BOSC 

Doyenne du Comice - the classic gourmet pear and still regarded as the best. Fine smooth  

     flesh that is sweet and juicy. Beurre Bosc - A large russeted pear with creamy coloured  

     coarse textured flesh. Juicy & very sweet. Stores well. Ripens around February.  $65.00 

 

CONFERENCE/DOYENNE DU COMMICE 

Conference - NZ's most popular pear.  Crops very well with delicious juicy fruit that are quite  

     long & narrow in shape. The flesh is rich & aromatic with a slight pink tinge when ripe.  

    Attractive, smooth khaki-green skin. Ripe around March.  Doyenne du Comice - the classic  

    gourmet pear and still regarded as the best. Fine smooth flesh that is sweet and juicy.  $65.00 

 

RED BARTLETT/DOYENNE DU COMMICE 

Red Bartlett - A popular & highly ornamental Pear with aromatic melting flesh. This pear has  

     beautiful wine-purple skin turning brilliant scarlet when ripe, great for dessert or bottling.   

     Doyenne Du Commice - the classic gourmet pear and still regarded as the best.  Fine smooth  

     flesh that is sweet and juicy.  $65.00 

NASHI NIIJISEKI/HOSUI 

Niijiseki Very juicy, sweet, creamy white, crisp medium sized round fruit. A good pollinator of  

      Hosui. Heavy bearer. Mid-season. /HOSUI - Excellent eating, sweet, juicy with good acid  

      balance & fine texture. Large russeted golden brown fruit. Partially self fertile. Mid season, fruit  

      will ripen slightly earlier than Nijiseiki. When tree is young it is vigorous, growing slows down  

      when tree is mature.  Price to be confirmed 

PERSIMMONS 

Fuyu – Known as the "Fruit of the Gods". An exceptional ornamental tree because of the deep  

     orange fruit.  You can also eat the delicious non-astringent fruit. "Fuyu" is known for being very  

     sweet & keeping well. These will be available from Spring onwards.  Price to be confirmed. 

PINENUTS  

Cultivated for at least 6,000 years for the delicious edible pine 'nuts'. The first cones which hold  

     about 50 'nuts' will appear in approx. 6-10yrs. In the meantime, the tree will develop a nice thick  

     trunk topped off with a spreading umbrella of grey/green needles. Makes a great potted Xmas  

     tree. Evergreen. $21.00 
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PLUMS  

This selection of Plums are on myrobolan rootstock.    

They grow to approximately 3-4 metres  

Billington – A small meaty plum with dark red skin and flesh that crops heavily. Can be eaten fresh  

     alternatively, when cooked it retains its bright red colour.  Pollinators - Black Doris or Omega   

     $49.95 

Black Doris - An excellent all-purpose plum with purple black skin & delicious, sweet dark red  

     juicy flesh.  Ripens around February.  Pollinators - Elephant Heart, Santa Rosa, Billington  

    $49.95 

Coe’s Golden Drop -   This European Plum ripens late in the season, towards March.  The large  

      rich, juicy, golden fruit have a delicious flavour. Pollinators – Damson, Greengage,  

      Reine Claude de Bavay   $49.95 

Damson - A highly productive variety of small tart oval fruit with blue skin & yellow flesh.  

     Best eaten when fully ripe or used for bottling. A compact grower that is best in colder areas.  

     European variety.  Self-fertile.   $49.95 

Doris (Red) - Is a medium sized plum with red skin & yellow flesh.  The flesh is sweet & juicy with  

     very good flavour.  Pollinator Santa Rosa $49.95 

Elephant Heart -   A delicious large plum with heart shaped fruit that is coloured a deep purple-red  

     both inside & out. The free-stone fruit ripens about February. Will freeze or bottle well.  

    Pollinator - Santa Rosa $49.95 

 Greengage - A versatile little plum with greenish yellow fruit that tastes like pure nectar.  Excellent  

     straight off the tree but also good for jam and desserts. Partially self-fertile.   

     Pollinator - Coe's Golden Drop.  $49.95 

Hawera - Probably the best sweet juicy, red-fleshed plum. The fruit is large with a dark red skin.  

     A great all-rounder. Self-fertile, but 'Santa Rosa' can assist in pollination.  A NZ bred seedling of 

     'Black Doris'. Freestone. Ripens Jan/Feb. Self-fertile.  $49.95 

Luisa - A top NZ plum that produces bumper crops of distinctive oval fruit that have a yellow skin  

     blushed red.  The firm flesh is also yellow & divinely sweet & juice.  Partially self-fertile.   

    Pollinator Billington  Priced  from $49.95 

Omega - Produces high quality fruit with red speckled skin & juicy red flesh.  

    Pollinators – Billington, Elephant Heart, Santa Rosa.   $49.95 

Reine Claude de Bavay - A magnificent self-fertile Greengage-type plum that fruits heavily  

    & reliably. Richly-flavoured fruit has a greenish-yellow skin and yellow flesh.  Ripens March.   

    Self-fertile.  $49.95 

Santa Rosa - Firm sweet juicy fruit that is highly aromatic. Considered to be one of the best tasting  

     plums in the world! The skin is crimson to purple and the flesh is yellow blushed pink.   

     Pollinators - Omega or Black Doris.   $49.95 

Satsuma - Maybe the most well-known of all blood plums, the Satsuma plum is a mid-season  

     plum, largest in size, rounded dark red, firm juicy spicy flesh.  A good bearer, useful for  

     preserving & bottling or as a dessert plum. Pollinator Santa Rosa $49.95 
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DUAL GRAFTED PLUMS 

TWO VARIETIES GRAFTED ONTO ONE TREE 

BILLINGTON/OMEGA 

Billington – A small meaty plum with dark red skin and flesh that crops heavily.  Can be eaten  

     fresh alternatively, when cooked it retains its bright red colour.   Omega - Produces high  

     quality fruit with red speckled skin & juicy red flesh. $55.00 

 

BILLINGTON/BLACK DORIS 

Billington – A small meaty plum with dark red skin and flesh that crops heavily.  Can be eaten fresh 

     alternatively, when cooked it retains its bright red colour.   Black Doris - An excellent all-purpose  

     plum with purple black skin & delicious, sweet dark red juicy flesh. Ripens around February.     

     $55.00  

PLUMCOT 

Spring Satin - a hybrid between a Plum and an Apricot. White spring blossom followed by beautiful  

     deep plum coloured fruit. You get the tangy plum flavour and purple skin with the orange melting 

    flesh & sweetness and scent of apricot. Partially self-fertile but, will produce more if pollinated  

    with Santa Rosa.  $49.95 

POMEGRANATE 
Wonderful – This Pomegranate is a beautiful and highly ornamental shrub and a producer of  

      highly decorative and nutritious fruit. New growth is bronze -green, in summer there are bright  

     orange flowers which develop into large, burnished red fruits. The fruit is high in Vitamin C, B5,  

     Potassium and antioxidants.   $34.95  

PRUNES 

Italian - Dark-purple skin with light amber flesh that turns red when cooked. Fine textured,  

    rich-flavoured, sweet flesh. Excellent for eating fresh, drying or bottling.  $49.95 

Stanley –   A large spreading tree, fruiting young and cropping heavily.  Fruit are large & oblong  

    with a beautiful purple/blue skin and green/yellow flesh that’s juicy and sweet.  They grow best in 

     a sunny, sheltered position in free-draining soil.  Ripens February/March.   Self-fertile.  $49.95 

QUINCES 

Smyrna – This popular selection is from Turkey and fruits at a young age.  Very large, pear shaped,  

    golden yellow aromatic fruits with mild & tender flesh of excellent quality.  The fruit keeps very  

    well & can be used for cider, jams & preserves. Moderate sized tree with unusually large leaves.  

     Self-fertile.  $49.95 

Taihape – This Quince was developed from an old tree growing in the garden at the Brown Sugar  

     Café in Taihape. The aromatic fruit are a lovely lemon shade & highly ornamental.  Use for      

     making cider, jams & preserves.  Self-fertile.  $49.95 

WALNUTS 

Meyric Grafted - Good high-yielding main crop. A more vigorous tree, with good all-round nuts  

      that are easy to crack and store well.  Price to be confirmed 

Meyric (seedling) - Good high-yielding main crop. A more vigorous tree, with good all-round nuts  

     that are easy to crack and store well.  Price to be confirmed 

Shannon Grafted – A promising selection with all the desirable quantities of a top-quality nut.  

     Good flavour.  Clean shell.  Price to be confirmed 

Wilson Wonder Grafted - Produces heavy crops of large nuts from an early age.  Tried & tested,  

     grafted variety.  Price to be confirmed 
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